MD and PMF simulations on the acylation process using two sets of reaction coordinates (RC's):
(A) Use of RC1 and RC2 to simulate the formation of the pre-assumed tetrahedral intermediate (TI a ) according to the hypothesized two-step reaction pathway; (B) RC1 and RC3 to simulate the decomposition of the pre-assumed TI a according to the hypothesized two-step reaction pathway. For all other states, all of the collected snapshots of the last 50 ps (one snapshot for 0.5 ps) of the MD trajectory were used to obtain the average structure. The distances are given in Å. The error bars indicated in the figure are the maximum differences between the calculated free energies associated with the 50 ps production run and the corresponding free energies associated with the 30 ps production run. When the maximum difference is smaller than 0.1 kcal/mol, the error bar is considered as ±0.1 kcal/mol. Table S2 . Absolute QM/MM energies (E in kcal/mol) obtained from the reaction-coordinate calculations at the QM/MM(B97-3/6-31G*:CHARMM27) level and the single-point energies calculated at the QM/MM(B97-3/6-311++G**:CHARMM27) level using the geometries optimized at the QM/MM(B97-3/6-31G*:CHARMM27) level.
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